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5. Lab exercise of „Embedded systems with Simulink“                                        

 Brake/Simple Driver  
 

Based on lab exercise 4 the car-model should be refined: 

 

Simple Driver: 
The driver-subsystem has got the velocity as input signal and Brake as digital output signals. The Simple Driver only knows 

the 2 states: full throttle (Brake =0) and full brake (Brake =1). The brake should be activated, if the velocity vBrake is 

attained. By braking the car should be stopped (v=0). At this time the driver also should stop the simulation. 

 

 
 
Implement the Simple Driver! 

For implementation a simple RS Flip-Flop should be helpful. 

Test the Simple Driver –Subsystem in a separate model.   

 

 

 

Braking force: 
Besides the revolution dependent power, Car_physics should additionally get a digital brake signal Brake. 

Car_physics is to be extended so that by activating the brake the constant braking force F_Brake is operating. 

When the car is braking the motor force FM has to be disconnected from the car. 

The brake force F_Brake, which we need to reduce speed from 100 km/h to 0 km/h, should be set so that the braking 

distance is 36.0 m. For now this brake force should be calculated without taking into account air- and rolling resistance. 

F_Brake should be used in Car_physics. 

 

Calculate the necessary braking force F_Brake in Matlab. 

 

Hint: Kinetic Energy of the car is equal to the energy (work) that is necessary for braking from a given speed to zero. 

          Ekin=?                             

           W_Brake (Braking Work) =  ?                                                                                                      
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Implement the braking force F_Brake in the subsystem car_physics and make sure that during braking only the 

braking force is applied to the car (no motor power, what means P(n)=0) 

  

 
 

 

Integrate the Simple Driver subsystem into your model   

Your model for lab 5 should consist of following subsystems: Motor, Simple Driver, Car_physics and Gear Box  

 

Final test 1: 

The simple driver should accelerate to 100km/h and afterwards decelerate to 0 km/h!! 

You should get signals like the following. 
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Final test 2: 

The simple driver should accelerate from 0 to 275km/h and afterwards decelerate to 0 !! 

You should get signals like the following. 

 

 

 
 

 
Final Test 3: Realtime Simulation 

Make also an appropriate realtime simulation test with your Raspberry Pi and and a suitable GUI.  

 

Measuring the braking distance 

We have calculated the braking force F_Brake without taking into account air- and rolling resistance, because it is not 

possible by means of mathematics. So in order to determine the exact braking force that does also consider the air- and 

rolling resistance we have to do this using our simulation model. 

The first step is to measure the braking distance to decelerate the car from 100km/h to zero.  

One way to do this is by simplifying the car_physics model so that we only simulate the braking part. We can achieve this 

by initializing the integrator block for the speed with 100km/h. For model car_physics_brake we do not need a motor. 

So this model is simpler and the simulation is much faster. 

 

Implement the car_physics_brake model  and simulate it to measure the exact braking distance s_brake! 

By correct simulation the measured braking distance is a little bit smaller than 36 m. 

Consider, why that is so and how we can determine the braking force exactly.  
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Determining the exact braking force F_Brake including wind and rolling resistance 

 

Because we are not able to calculate the braking force including wind and rolling resistance by means of mathematics we 

are going to do this using our car_physics_brake simulation model in combination with the bisection procedure (binary 

search method) in our initialization script. Using that it is important to know that you can call a Simulink model not only 

with the run button but also from a m-script (m-file) with the command sim(‘model name’). You also be able to bring the 

result of a simulation to a variable in the workspace. For that you have to use the To Workspace block. So we get the 

following model car_physics_brake. 

  

 

 
 

For the block parameter of the To Workspace block you are supposed to use following settings: 
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%Code for binary search method 
%Attention: only for positiv F_brake 
FB_l = F_brake - 500;    % left start value  
FB_r = F_brake;          % right start value  
                         %F_brake without air- and rolling resistance 
                   
F_brake_exact = F_brake;  
sim('car_physics_brake');  
while(abs(s_Brake - 36)>1e-6) 
    F_brake_exact = (FB_l + FB_r)/2; % 
    sim('car_physics_brake'); 
    if(s_Brake > 36)        %F_brake exact is too small 
        FB_l=F_brake_exact; %solution is in the right half interval  
    else 
        FB_r= F_brake_exact; %solution is in the left half interval 
    end; 
end; 
 
 

Implement the binary search method in your init-script and determine F_brake_exact. 

Use this brake force in your lab5 car model. 

 

When you have done the calculation successfully, initialize Fbrake with the determind value and comment out  

the bisection procedure to avoid that the procedure is executed each time the script is executed.  


